Archive Simulations:
Reading The Bertrand Sinclair Collection
RICHARD LANE

He is to be found in the Dictionary of Literary Biography (vol. 92 ) under
"Canadian Writers, 1890-1920." 1 Laurie Ricou lists fourteen novels and
a movie picture called "Shotgun Jones." Yet I hesitate to use his name in
this piece of text. Maybe you mistook him for another widely known
author, and will abandon this as soon as I correct your mistake.
The Bertrand William Sinclair Special Collection is held at, or contained within, the University of British Columbia. An archive that has not
been examined countless times is the focus of my study; popular fiction
that is now out of print. My reading of the Sinclair archive will necessarily
be a reorganization of information. Already, in the Inventory, a catalogue
of Sinclair's papers can be found offering a certain hierarchy of reading :
correspondence precedes manuscripts, precedes log-books, miscellany,
printed material, addendum. To impose order upon an otherwise chaotic
mass of material is obviously a prime objective for storage and retrieval of
data, for access to the archive. However, in this paper, I will resist the
catalogue as an a priori interpretive and constructive device, since I regard
the notion of access as being one of critical and creative production. In
my reorganization of archival material, instead of constructing a more
elaborate "Galtonian composite" of biographical evidence than that already available (the mastery of the collapsed version of the archive" 2 ),
I shall offer a series of fictions which resist "finding" the author "behind
the text." These fictions shall impose an ordering or structure which will
fragment as soon as you enter the archive.

Spectator/Spectacle
My reorganization of the Sinclair archive begins with three texts that
will occupy a central site, serving to illuminate those other texts that
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surround them : The Hidden Places, Poor Man's Rock, and The Inverted
Pyramid. (For now their out-of-print narratives lie dormant in closed
boxes and dingy second-hand book stores. ) According to the logic of my
alternative organization, The Hidden Places lies at the core of Sinclair's
work. I will read the narrative of this novel as organized in a similar
structural manner.
HoUister (the central protagonist of the novel) returns from the First
World War with severe facial disfigurement. He is officially listed as
"dead," and his first wife Myra has re-married: "with his wife had
vanished his assets, his estate" ( H P 8 ) . 3 He moves back to Vancouver,
where the central triangle of characterization is completed by Doris, a
blind woman whom HoUister eventually marries. However, HoUister is
the central figure, mediating this narrative of property, violence, and desire.
The visual is foregrounded at an early stage in the novel, through a
constant oscillation between spectator and spectacle. Hollister's scarred,
disfigured face becomes not only a sign of physical damage (for the narrator repeatedly asserts that "underneath" HoUister is a perfect specimen
of mankind), but also a sign which acts upon others, which causes a
reaction testing their perceptual limits. Will the gaze of the other become
scattered and dispersed by the unnatural, immobile scars (averted by
disgust or horror), or will the gaze penetrate the surface to reach a deeper
understanding of the masked man? HoUister "had become something that
filled other men with pitying dismay when they looked at him, that made
women avert their gaze and withdraw from him in spite of pity" ( H P 4 ) .
Ultimately, the gendered differences in response will lead to a summary
statement of Doris's love for HoUister: "Doris loved him because she
could not see him. When she could see, she would cease to love" (HP
246). Thus Doris has only reached a certain "sentiment" because her
sight has failed; if her vision returned, her understanding would be scattered across mere surfaces. By contrast, for Lawanne, a writer and male
viewer, "There was no false sentiment . . . He did not judge altogether by
3
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externals. His was an understanding, curiously penetrating intelligence"
(HP 251).
Myra and Doris could be likened to "spectator" and "spectacle." Doris
fulfils her duty as an obedient wife who produces a child and stabilizes the
family unit. The crisis of her re-gaining her sight is averted by the breakdown of the curative process. In an earlier scene (which provides a key
marker to the interpretation of this text as romance ), as Hollister looks at
Doris "Her expression . . . grew different, inscrutable, a little absent even,
as if she were lost in thought" (HP 109/10). Unlike Lawanne's active
thinking, which is displayed in speech and writing, Doris's thought it
represented as confused and lost, "a little absent." But this absence could
not be cured by a return to sight, for this would lead to either a failure to
penetrate surfaces, or the excess of too much vision. How is this latter
excess possible? The answer is to be found in the representation of Myra,
whose excessive vision is equated with an excessive sexuality.
While examining the value of a timber stand in the "Toba Valley,"
Hollister gazes down upon a settlement with "a pair of very powerful
binoculars"; "while he stared a woman stepped out of the doorway and
stood looking, turning her head slowly until at last she gazed steadily up
over the cliff-brow as if she might be looking at Hollister himself" ( H P
6 6 / 7 ) . With this prosthetic supplement, Hollister's gaze can now cover a
great distance; the "woman" stares directly at Hollister, but her "natural"
range of vision falls short. This voyeuristic re-positioning of Hollister as
spectator alone, counters the earlier classification of Myra as spectator
(since the woman here turns out to be Myra). In this passage, Hollister's
gaze powerfully positions Myra as enframed, a picture to be slowly examined. But this violation of privacy does not work both ways: "Hollister
wished to see without being seen" ( H P 71). The shock for Hollister is
that of the coincidence (with which this novel is loaded), that his first
wife is living in the same valley as his stand of timber. His first response is
disbelief, which the evidence of his senses counteracts: "He could neither
believe what he had seen nor deny the evidence of his vision. He kept
watch, with the glasses ready to fix upon the woman if she emerged again"
(HP 6 9 ) . Hollister desires to get closer to Myra, but still retain the privacy
of the voyeur. This need to remain hidden signifies the "ideological danger
or threat" to the patriarchal order, which could be caused by "the woman's
appropriation of the gaze." 4 As Hollister moves closer to Myra's home,
she is again framed by the opening of the door: "She poised for an instant
4
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on the threshold, looking across the river. Her gaze pivoted slowly until it
encompassed the arc of a half-circle, so that she faced Hollister squarely.
He had the binoculars focussed on her face. It seemed near enough to
touch . . . " ( H P 72). That the first site of focus prior to Hollister seeing
Myra is the garments on the washing-line, serves to intensify the sexual
charge of this scene. Myra's gaze, in its carefully charted passage of "the
arc," seems to be searching for some object outside of the home. Mary
Anne Doane has noted how in film, "There is always a certain excessiveness, a difficulty associated with women who appropriate the gaze, who
insist upon looking." 5 When HoUister's vision finally penetrates into the
interior of Myra's home, and sees her with a lover, his violent desires are
subdued by his realization that "Myra was not worth the taking . . . she
could not be faithful, it seemed, even to a chosen lover" ( H P 82). His
plan to abduct her had been "logically" justified by regarding Myra as
the central cause of this violent desire to "repossess" his "property" (HP
77). But against Myra's lover, "he felt no grudge . . ." ( H P 78), further
self-justifying his claim that Myra is solely at fault. A certain ambiguity
about HoUister's response to his escape from his own insane plan can be
linked to the murder of Myra by Bland, her second husband, near the
close of the novel. While Hollister is positioned amidst this web of desire,
he notes how "it seemed to him sometimes that in the loaded chamber of
his rifle lay the only avenue of escape from these vain longings, from unattainable desire" (HP 76). The rifle may not necessarily be a device for
suicide; the later scene of Myra's death represents the "male" gaze fixed
upon the murdered body of Myra.
In the labour practices of The Hidden Places, a patriarchal order
excludes women from any meaningful productivity. While Doris is in
Vancouver attempting to recover her sight, HoUister's empty house is kept
in order by Myra: "Some one had been in the house. The breakfast dishes
were washed, the dust cleared away, the floor swept, his bed made" ( H P
256), as Myra says, "I have nothing much to do at home" (ibid.) ; she
has replaced one set of unpaid tasks for another ( a chain of housekeeping
in the midst of the great expanses of B.C. which in this context signify
"freedom" for the male worker). On his return from Vancouver, Hollister
likens the empty house "to a crypt, a tomb" (HP 254). It is clear, in the
order of things set up by this novel, who the "natural" occupant of this
tomb should be. In the city, this metaphoric tomb is expanded to include
office-work, the site of non-production that is filled by "dainty women"
( H P 25) and financial speculators concerned only with fraud and theft
5
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(HP 120). The labour practices of the "wilderness" are seen as a Utopian
possibility, an alternative to the ever-expanding mechanized society. For
the narrator of The Hidden Places, the land of British Columbia is a "vast,
fecund area out of which man, withdrawing from the hectic pressure of
industrial civilization, could derive sustenance" (HP 5 0 ) . Yet this escapism
does not take into account why Myra, Hollister, and Doris are in the Toba
Valley in the first place. Hollister is attempting to rebuild a lost inheritance
which Myra and Bland "squandered" shortly after their marriage (HP
213). Thus Hollister is actively engaged in working the land, while Bland
" . . . never worked. He never would work, not in the sense of performing
any labor as a means of livelihood" ( H P 171 ). Even Bland's name signifies a non-identity (in this "active" scheme of things), a pale reflection of
his wife's "pleasure seeking," which is described as "the net Myra seemed
unconsciously to spread for men's feet" ( H P 173). The Blands have lost
the bulk of the inheritance through "several disastrous speculations" (HP
220), while Hollister makes the most of what he has, investing his energy
into a small timber stand. Like two opposing curves on a graph, Hollister's
investment, labour, and activity increase his fortunes, while the Blands'
passivity, leisure, and pleasure lead only to misfortune. Of course the
narrator's Utopian vision of a space outside industrial civilization would
require a mediating position between this massive investment and passive
parasitism; yet Hollister stands as the "ideal" in the novel that is closer to
industrial soicety than any Utopian inhabitant.
Inverted

Pyramids

Moving outwards from the central text in my reorganized archive structure, the two novels Poor Man's Rock and The Inverted Pyramid are
brought into consideration. Both novels are concerned with the theme
already discussed, the loss of property. In Poor Man's Rock, seemingly
through a feud, but actually by the monopoly growth of Horace Gower's
various companies, Donald MacRae has lost the bulk of his land, leaving
to his son Jack "a rocky corner of a few acres which included the house
and garden" ( P M R 44). With Stubby Abbot, an owner of a B.C. Cannery,
Jack MacRae fights Gower's monopoly hold in the local salmon fishing
market, eventually breaking Gower and recovering his land along with
Gower's daughter as his wife. A larger stake of land is at risk in The
Inverted Pyramid, where the Norquay Estate ("Hawks Nest") is ultimately lost because of Grove Norquay's financial speculation. The romance
narrative, where Rod marries Mary Thorn, a woman of lower class status,
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could be said to end about a third of the way through the novel (IP 137).
However, the Utopian reparation of damages, which Rod undertakes after
the fall of the Norquay Trust (to uphold the family name and honour), is
a romantic working-out of a common bankruptcy situation. That is not to
say that the novel simply continues to function by the formula of the
romance genre, since the last two-thirds of the novel put into practice the
narrator's dictum "that even the simplest thing contains within itself all
the elements of the profoundly complex" (IP 138). Indeed, the destruction of the stately Norquay forest is undertaken by Rod as if to illuminate
the economic base upon which depends the (superstructural) romance
statement "that they lived happily ever after" (ibid. ). This "illumination"
produces another organizing diagram for a reading of the Sinclair archive;
his Canadian fiction is concerned with investigating a world that has been
turned upside-down, where (natural) "man" has evolved into a mere part
of a top-heavy society composed of "parasites" and "drones." In the world
of this inverted pyramid, a hierarchy is constructed where experience and
action are valued far more than writing or criticism (financial speculation
is a form of fiction writing) ; the reverse order is not only unnatural, but
dangerous and open to ideological manipulation. The city is seen to produce propaganda, gossip, lies, disturbing the simplicities of life.
In a letter to Major F. Yeats Brown, Sinclair refers to C. E. Montague's
Disenchantment. In this historico-critique of the First World War, Sinclair
read a "profound feeling for what is the matter with the whole fabric of
modern life."6 Montague writes in a chapter called "The Duty of Lying" :
"Any weapon you use in the war leaves some bill to be settled in peace,
and the propaganda arm has its cost like any other." 7 The three central
novels of my re-organized Sinclair archive all concern themselves with the
residual cost of the war on the psyche of the protagonists and the cost upon
the local economies to which they have returned. The Norquay Trust in
The Inverted Pyramid becomes a version of such a propaganda cost (with
all of the destabilizing implications), where the sign which casts the neon
glow of the jazz age across the city of Vancouver is a sign which lies.
Montague writes of a shift in values, a shift down a sliding scale: "When
a man feels that his tampering with truth has saved civilization, why should
he deny himself the benefit of such moral reflections as this feeling may
suggest?" 8 The actual gaining of distinction by propaganda is seen as
6
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a danger to the ability to have any form of honest argument, since truth
has been undermined by the powerful possibilities of falsehood:
The general addition of prestige to the controversial device of giving false
impressions and raising false issues would naturally be immense. To argue
any case merely on its merits and on the facts would seem to the admirers of
the new way a kind of virtuous imbecility. In what great industrial dispute
or political campaign, in what struggle between great financial interests
would both sides or either, forgo the use of munitions so formidable? Such
conflicts might almost wholly cease to be competitions in serious argument
at all; they might become merely trials of skill in fantastic false pretences. . .9
The dialogue between Rod Norquay and Andy Hall in The Inverted
Pyramid narrates a suspicion of the ultimate value of such speculative
theorizing, "of skill in fantastic false pretences," particularly when their
dialogue concerns the economic and social basis of society. When Rod is
thrown back into the world of capital accumulation, he attempts a redistribution of his accumulated wealth as a way of restoring faith in a moral
order which does not produce propaganda ; he attempts to replace fiction
with action: "If I can give men just a little more security in their jobs,
a little better conditions under which to work, a little more return in
wages, that's more to them than all the theory in a thousand books"
(IP 262).
A similar re-evaluation of physical labour takes place through the misrepresentation of fiction (Donald MacRae's letter to his son), that urges
forward the repetitive narrative of Poor Man's Rock. In this novel, the
rock off Point Old is the interpretive nexus that instead of unfolding the
complexities in simple statements draws the reader back to a consideration
of labour relations at a simplified level. The evolutionary description is
matched with the "natural" evolution of capital accumulation or redeployment: "The cliffs of north of Point Old and the area immediately surrounding the rock are strewn with kelp. In these brown patches of seaweed
the tiny fish, the schools of baby herring, take refuge from their restless
enemy, the swift and voracious salmon" (PMR 21 ), and: "But there are
places where the salmon run and a gasboat trolling her battery of lines
cannot go without loss of gear. The power boat cannot troll in shallows.
They cannot operate in kelp without fouling. So they keep to open water
and leave the kelp and shoals to the rowboats" (PMR 22). Nature keeps
out the ravages of the professional trolling fleets, creating a primitive
Utopia where any man with the strength and energy to row a boat can
exact a living. But this living becomes a step in the evolution of a capitalist :
Disenchantment'. 119.
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"Some who came to the Gove trolled long and skillfully, and were lucky
enough to gain a power troller in the end" ( P M R 24). Such a parallel
between natural evolution and capital accumulation indicates both abstract
relationship (i.e., where there is a relationship of transcoding) and an
inevitability which explains how those who invest labour gain a return.
Frederic Jameson remarks that "the constitutive feature of an apprehension of super-structure lies . . . in the mental operation by which the
apparently independent ideological phenomenon is forcibly linked back
up with the infrastructure: by which the false autonomy of the superstructure is dispelled."10 The "rock" as central signifier in this novel thus
serves to undermine the revenge-plot and the romance narrative, by always
returning critical attention to the "solid referent" hidden by a web of false
ideology.
In Poor Man's Rock, writing (the letter from Donald MacRae) enters
and initiates the revenge-plot. Writing as superstructural (in the narrator's
scheme of things) is inevitably a distortion of "reality." Donald MacRae's
legacy to his son is not land, fortune, or an education; it is the writing of
disrupted dreams and desires, of the fragmentation of the war, and misspent labour. The solid refuge of land proves to be anything but that. In
a world of commodification, it can be taken away, spent like paper money,
destroying the validity of Donald's statement that land "is the base of
everything. A man may make a fortune in industry, in the market. He
turns to land for permanence, stability. All that is sterling in our civilization has its foundation in the soil" (PMR 4 4 ) . Sinclair's critical trilogy
signals the ideological causes that lead to the rape of the land : the psychological and physical struggle to recover that which was lost (Poor Man's
Rock), the misrepresentation of land-value (The Hidden Places) and the
destruction of the land/legacy formula through the recovery of moral and
financial bad-debts (The Inverted Pyramid). Jack MacRae must re-learn
the past, overcoming the textual distortions of his legacy with a new text :
that of praxis.
In The Inverted Pyramid, writing follows this dialectic of truth and
distortion; writing both embodies the sign that lies — the neon signifier
of the Norquay Trust — and the "truth" of the historical document. The
latter is produced by Mary, although Rod wonders earlier in the narrative
"why no poet had sung the song of this swirling water; why no novelist
had lovingly portrayed this land as a backdrop for his comic and tragic
10
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puppets?" (IP 1/2). Sinclair's narrator can be read as propagandist for
a manifesto of historical verisimilitude. The loggers who spin "Rabelaisian
yarns" and "Homeric tales" (IP 327) may seem, stylistically, strangely
out of place. Such a description, however, juxtaposes the low with the
classical high style, where the latter as signifier of an originary literature
in historical terms always precedes the former. Such a disjunction of discourse and description serves to foreground the ludicrous appropriation
of labour-relations in such high literary modes as the pastoral. From a
narrative viewpoint, the character who comes closest to a historical account
that does not distort things is Mary: "I'm not a propagandist. I don't
know that this book, or any other books I may write, has a message, unless
it is the oblique inference that stupidity and ignorance and intolerance are
more fatal than guns" (IP 206). Parallels can be drawn between Sinclair's
experience of the publishing trade (as narrated in the correspondence)
and the statements made within this novel. Mary makes a statement concerning the content of her texts and how the market demands something
else: "Nearly everyone is affected directly and indirectly by the war.
Therefore the publisher concludes people want to ignore the war, or that
they will uniformly recoil from a given aspect of the war . . ." (IP 297).
The publishers, Little, Brown & Co., wrote to Sinclair concerning the
relatively poor sales of Poor Man's Rock and The Hidden Places, concluding that too much business and the disfigurement caused by war were not
popular subjects "to suit the tastes of your readers." 11 Writing to an audience already in place, who were ideologically fixed in advance, involved
disfiguring the narrative more than the character's physiology.
Parasites /

Propaganda

Working outwards from the central trilogy (forwards and backwards from
a purely chronological perspective), the novels of the Range West compete
in my reading with those of North West America. The question of property that has predominated in the trilogy becomes transformed into a
different question, that of freedom : freedom to move, travel, or traverse
land-spaces.
In Sinclair's Wild West, a novel concerned with the detection, surveillance and eventual outwitting of catde thieves, the "hidden place" or
enclosure is both a hiding place for stolen cattle and an opening or point
of transition through which to move the cattle into new lands. By killing
branded cattle to leave unbranded calves (which are removed from the
11
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main herd at a later date), another type of enclosure is created. Since an
unbranded calf has no signature of capital inscribed upon it, it is both
inside and outside of property laws. Invisible in all of their visibility, the
calves are protected along with the rest of the herd, but may be "siphoned"
off during their travels across the plains. Once they have been separated
and driven into the Badlands, where they may disappear without a trace,
visibility is replaced with uncertain memory: "The two came at last to a
point where uncertainty rested upon them . . . " (WW 148). The Badlands are a labyrinth, sunk beneath the all-encompassing gaze of the
"detectives" who operate in the vast space of the open plains, thus providing an escape from the possibility of constant surveillance. Like a "network of broken land" the Badlands have "no peaks, no hills; it is etched
deep in a general level, like a sunken garden planned by a madman"
(ibid.). However, the open plains of the cattle country give another type
of paradoxical freedom; land not yet enclosed, but under constant acquisition, any borders or boundaries restricting cattle movement are seen as
purely natural: "Robin looked. He saw far off the dark line of the Missouri, flanked by the crisscross gashes of the Bad Lands. He saw far beyond
the river the Moccasin Mountains, the Snowies, the Belts . . . " (WW 66).
A strange twist in the description of the plains adds another dimension
to this portrayal of the landscape. The narrator notes how Robin "didn't
look for anything in particular." Instead of this statement preparing the
reader for the suspended regions of repetitive emptiness, the vast distances
which will disturb any fixed focus of the gaze, the narrator stresses a distancing from a particular discourse :
He didn't expect to see anything of sensational import such as a stampeding
herd, or vigilantes pursuing train robbers, or cloud-bursts flooding low ground
nor indeed any of the high lights which in other times and places are presumed to be shed almost continuously upon the cattle country. (WW 66)
"In other times and places"; the narrator not only shifts the chronological
placing of Robin's non-expectations from the present time of the narrative,
but also the site of representation. This site could be Sinclair sitting aboard
his fishing boat the Hoo Hoo or in his house at Pender Harbour on the
B.C. coast, or it could be the Hollywood film-productions which continue
to this day. Indeed, a Hollywood discourse fills the gap created by Robin's
non-expecting gaze, and constructs a scene which the narrator states
belongs to this other era. Such a filmic discourse is seen to operate a priori
on the expectations of the modern viewer/reader. "In other times and
places" could also refer to information in the archive, such as Sinclair's
correspondence, where the narrator constructs a self-legitimating series of

